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HOLY DAYS WITH NO FIXED DATE
Apache Girls’ Sunrise Ceremony This is a coming-of-age ceremony which
takes place over four days in July. During the preparation for the ceremony it
is believed that the power of Changing Woman (the first Apache) enters the
girl/s, giving the power to heal. The girls’ faces are painted with white clay,
they are blessed with sacred cattail pollen and given a piece of abalone shell
to wear on their forehead. In some communities the girls circle a basket four
times to symbolize passing through the four stages of life: infancy, childhood,
adulthood, and old age. This also represents four of the most important values for women to embody: physical strength, even temperament, prosperity,
and healthy old age. The ceremony can be costly so many Apache girls
choose not to celebrate it; some others will wait several years so that families
can unite in bearing the cost. The legend of Changing Woman is a vital part of
the preparation and celebration. You can read/see/hear about Tara’s Sunrise
Ceremony at: http://www.grrlstories.org/rites/ROPApache.htm and other details
at: http://www.webwinds.com/yupanqui/apachesunrise.htm

The first woman, White Painted Woman (also known as
Esdzanadehe, and Changing Woman) survives the great
Flood in an abalone shell, then wanders the land as the
waters recede. Atop a mountain, she is impregnated by the
sun, and gives birth to a son, Killer of Enemies. Soon afterwards, she is impregnated by the Rain, and gives birth
to Son of Water.
However, the world the People live in is not safe until
White Painted Woman's sons kill the Owl Man Giant who
has been terrorizing the tribe. When they return from their
victory, bringing the meat they have hunted, White Painted Woman expresses a cry of triumph and delight (which
later will be echoed by the godmother at the Sunrise Ceremony). She then is guided by spirits to establish a puberty
rite to be given for all daughter born to her people, and to instruct the women of the
tribe in the ritual, and the rites of womanhood.
When she becomes old, White Painted Woman walks east toward the sun until she
meets her younger self, merges with it, and becomes young again. Thus repeatedly, she
is born again and again, from generation to generation.
Photo: archive.constantcontact.com
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Niman Going Home Ceremony Hopi The Niman, or Going Home Ceremony, takes place in the Hopi Indian pueblos
of northeastern Arizona. A sixteen-day event, it begins around the time of the Summer Solstice. The Niman is one of
the most solemn and dramatic of all Katchina rituals. After entering the pueblos in February, the katchinas, ancestral
spirits impersonated by men wearing elaborate masks, leave again in July. During the six months when they are present in the pueblo ( see Powamû Ceremony), the Katchinas appear in a series of dances, of which the Niman is the last.
For the Going Home Ceremony, up to 75 dancers representing Katchinas spend an entire day singing and dancing.
They give bows, arrows, and other gifts to the boys and Katchina dolls to the girls before returning to their mountain
homes.
Hopi Katchinas are supernaturals, embodying the spirits of living things and also the spirits of ancestors who have died and become a part of nature. Katchinas are believed to possess powers over nature, especially the weather, but higher gods limit the extent of their powers. There are still
other supernaturals in the Hopi pantheon that are not Katchinas, but which affect Katchinas.
Katchinas have a rich and varied history. The "original" katchinas represented supernatural spirits and beings, mostly benevolent entities, who
according to tradition, once lived among the Indian peoples and taught them basic living skills for well-being. These skills included: how to hunt
and make tools and other artifacts, how to live in harmony with nature, to bring rain and fertility to the earth, how to heal sickness and measure
out discipline, and finally the art of offering spiritual gratitude.
To Hopis, it is essential to preserve harmony with the world around them, not only with man and other animals but with objects in nature such as
rocks, clouds, sky, etc., which the Hopis believe to be possessed of life. Since the Katchinas embody these spirits they are the spiritual guardians of
the Hopi people and their way of life. And since they can insure human, animal and plant fertility, they insure life itself.
The katchinas greatest gifts are happiness, health and a long life.
When those "original" katchinas left the pueblos, they imparted their
gifts to the people who still carry on their traditions. At the time a pueblo dancer assumes the masks and costumes of those "ancestral beings".
In Hopi dances, the Katchinas are represented by Hopi men, aged ten to
eighty.
He imbues the power and characteristics of that particular katchinas. He
is not looked upon as a god, but merely as a symbol of one of the original katchinas. Each katchinas therefore has a specific function, and is
believed to be a spirit of an animal, bird, plant, object, place or person.
Originally, the katchinas doll came about as a teaching tool to aid in
cultural and religious training for tribal children.
The Hopi tribe is the most renowned for its intricate katchinas carved
from cottonwood root. The more detailed dolls often represent months
of work.
When katchinas are present, they help renew the world and ready it for
the coming season of growth. They will initiate the children, insure
growth and abundance, and as always, bring moisture.

HOLY DAYS WITH FIXED DATE
July 9 Martyrdom of the Bab Bahá'í This major holy day is celebrated on the 9th July at noon and commemorates the events surrounding the death of the Báb in 1850. The Báb (a title meaning 'the Gate') had many followers
but his beliefs did not meet with approval from the leaders of the state religion in Persia, and they decided he should
be taken from prison and put to death. One of his young followers begged to be allowed to share his fate, and this
wish was granted.
An Armenian firing squad lined up and shot at the Báb and his follower, but when the smoke cleared, the young follower remained there unharmed and the Báb had gone. The Báb was found back in his cell, and the soldiers were so
shaken by the 'miracle' that they refused to try to kill him again so a new regiment had to be called for. This time,
when the squad opened fire the Báb and the follower died, and their bodies were thrown into a moat outside the
town. The Báb's followers rescued the bodies, and years later, the remains were buried on Mount Carmel in Israel, in a
shrine that is now a place of pilgrimage for Bahá'ís worldwide. To commemorate this day, Bahá'ís read special prayers at noon, which is the time the execution was scheduled for. This is also a day of rest, when Bahá'ís should
not work.
The BBC has a nice overview of Bahá'í faith and traditions: http://www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/bahai/
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July 12 Asalha/ Dhamma Day Buddhist Dhamma Day is observed on the full moon day of the eighth lunar month
(July). It commemorates the "turning of the wheel of the Dharma" - the Buddha's first sermon - at the Sarnath Deer
Park.
One of the most important festivals of the Theravada Buddhists, the Asalha Puja Day or the Dhamma Day celebrates
the first teaching of the Buddha. Elaborating on this, the Buddha gained enlightenment on the full moon of Vesakha the sixth month. After this, He was not too keen to teach, but on the insistence of His friends who had spent several
years journeying the Gangetic plains with Him, He decided to go to Benares. From Gaya, the distance to [[Benares
where His friends were staying was around 150 miles and it took Him around two months to reach there. On reaching Beneras, He delivered His first discourse which consisted of the essence, of the all future teachings. At the conclusion of His discourse, one of His five friends Kondañña, exclaimed his understanding of the Truths just preached and
urged the Buddha to accept him as a disciple. This was followed by an extremely
simple ordination process that gave birth to the order of monks.
The preaching delivered by the Buddha is quiet often referred to as "setting into
motion the wheel of dhamma," It comprises the four noble truths life means suffering (dukka); origin of suffering is attachment
( tanha); cessation of suffering is attainable and finally, the way to cessation is via
the eightfold path. Throughout the world, whatever school of
thought a Buddhist might belong to, the central doctrine of Buddhism for him
still remains the four noble truths. Photo: www.beliefnet.com

July 12 Vassa, or Rains Retreat, Begins Buddhist Vassa is a three-month annual retreat observed
by Theravada monks and nuns. It begins on the day after the full moon day of the eighth lunar month of the common
Buddhist calendar, which usually falls in July. The retreat ends on the 15th day of the
waxing moon of the eleventh lunar month, usually in October.
During Vassa, monks and nuns remain inside monasteries and temple grounds, devoting their time to intensive meditation and study. Laypeople support the monastic sangha by bringing food, candles and other offerings to temples. Laypeople also
often observe Vassa by giving up something, such as smoking or eating meat. For this
reason,
westerners sometimes call Vassa the "Buddhist Lent."
The tradition of Vassa began during the life of the Buddha. Most of the time, the first
Buddhist monks who followed the Buddha did not stay in one place, but walked from
village to village to teach. They begged for their food and often slept outdoors, sheltered only by trees.
But during India’s summer rainy season living as homeless ascetics became difficult.
So, groups of monks would find a place to stay together until the rain stopped, forming a temporary community. Wealthy laypeople sometimes sheltered monks on their
estates. Eventually a few of these patrons built permanent houses for monks, which
amounted to an early form of monastery.
Photo: www.nalande.org.my
July 12 Guru Purnima Hindu/Jain Hindus attach paramount importance to spiritual gurus. Gurus are often equated with God and always regarded as a link between the individual and the Immortal. Just as the moon shines by reflecting the light of the sun, and glorifies it, all disciples can dazzle like the moon by gaining from their Gurus.
What is Guru Purnima?
The full moon day in the Hindu month of Ashad (July-August) is observed as the auspicious day of Guru Purnima, a
day sacred to the memory of the great sage Vyasa. All Hindus are indebted to this ancient saint who edited the four
Vedas, wrote the 18 Puranas, the Mahabharata and the Srimad Bhagavata. Vyasa even taught Dattatreya, who is regarded as the Guru of Gurus.
(continued)
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Significance of Guru Purnima
On this day, all spiritual aspirants and devotees worship Vyasa in honor of his divine personage and all disciples perform a 'puja' of their respective spiritual preceptor or 'Gurudevs'.
This day is of deep significance to the farmers, for it heralds the setting in of the much-needed rains, as the advent of
cool showers usher in fresh life in the fields. It is a good time to begin your spiritual lessons. Traditionally, spiritual
seekers commence to intensify their spiritual 'sadhana' from this day.
The period 'Chaturmas' ("four months") begins from this day. In the past, wandering spiritual masters and their disciples used to settle down at a place to study and discourse on the Brahma Sutras composed by Vyasa, and engage
themselves in Vedantic discussions.
The Role of the Guru
Swami Sivananda asks: "Do you realize now the sacred significance and the supreme importance of the Guru's role in
the evolution of man? It was not without reason that the India of the past carefully tended and kept alive the lamp of
Guru-Tattva. It is therefore not without reason that India, year after year, age after age, commemorates anew this ancient concept of the Guru, adores it and pays homage to it again and again, and thereby re-affirms its belief and allegiance to it. For, the true Indian knows that the Guru is the only guarantee for the individual to transcend the bondage
of sorrow and death, and experience the Consciousness of the Reality."
July 12 Charurmas Begins Hindu/Jain Chaturmas is a holy period of four months (July to October), beginning on
Shayani Ekadashi—the eleventh day of the first bright half, Shukla paksha, of Ashadh (fourth month of the Hindu lunar
calendar)—until Prabodhini Ekadashi, the eleventh day of the first bright half of Kartik (eighth month of the Hindu lunar calendar) in Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism.
Chaturmas is reserved in the year for penance, austerities, fasting, bathing in holy rivers and religious observances for
all. Devotees resolve to observe some form of vow, be it of silence or abstaining from a favourite food item, or having
only a single meal in a day.
Hinduism
In Hinduism, Lord Vishnu is believed to sleep on this day, hence the eleventh day of Ashadh is called Devashayani
Ekadashi. He is believed to wake up on the eleventh of Kartik, hence called Prabodhini Ekadashi. The period corresponds with the rainy season in India.
It is believed that Hindu gods and goddesses are at rest during this period and should not be disturbed, so no auspicious ceremonies, such as weddings and thread ceremonies, are held during the four months' period.
Significance for householders
Chaturmas, inauspicious for weddings and other celebrations, is a suitable time for householders to have an annual
renewal of faith by listening to discourses on dharma, and by meditation and vrata (self-control). Penance, austerities,
religious observances, recital of mantras, bathing in holy rivers, performing sacrifices, and charity are prescribed. Fasts
and purity during this period help maintain health, for which there is likely a scientific rationale, disease spreading
more readily with the onset of monsoon.
The Sanyasis or ascetics observe Chaturmas for four fortnights, beginning on full moon day of the month of Ashadh,
also known as Guru Purnima or Vyas Purnima, and ending on full moon day of the month of Bhadrapada. Sanyasis are
supposed to halt during this period at one selected place (Rains Retreat), and give discourses to the public.
In Jainism this practice is collectively known as Varshayog and is prescribed for Jain monasticism. Wandering monks
such as mendicants and ascetics in Jainism, believed that during the rain season, countless bugs, insects and tiny creatures that cannot be seen in the naked eye would be produced massively. Therefore, these monks reduce the amount
of harm they do to other creatures so they opt to stay in a village for the four months to incur minimal harm to other
lives. These monks, who generally do not stay in one place for long, observe their annual 'Rains Retreat' during this period, by living in one place during the entire period amidst lay people, observing a vow of silence (mauna), meditation,
fasting and other austerities, and also giving religious discourses to the local public.
One of the most important Jain festivals, Paryushana, falls during this period, which concludes with Forgiveness Day,
Kshamavani Diwas, wherein lay people and disciples say Micchami Dukkadam and ask forgiveness from each other.
Amongst Jain merchants, there is a tradition of inviting monks to their respective cities during Chaturmas to give religious instruction.
(continued)
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In Jainism, the third part of the classical Jain text Kalpa Sutra, written by Bhadrabahu I in 1st century AD, deals with
rules for ascetics and laws during the four months (chaturmas) of the rainy season, when ascetics temporarily abandon their wandering life and settle down amidst the laity. This is the time when the festival of Paryushan is celebrated
and the Kalpasutra is traditionally recited.
Buddhism
Gautama Buddha stayed at the royal garden of King Bimbisara of Rajgir, whom he had recently converted, for the
period of Chaturmas and gave sermons: this practice is followed by monks to this day. Another reason for ascetics to
stay in one place during the rainy season is that the tropical climate produces a large number of insects, which would
be trampled by travelling monks. Read more at: http://kids.baps.org/thingstoknow/hinduism/64.htm
July 24 Laylat al-Qadr Islam During the last ten days of Ramadan, Muslims seek and observe the Night of Power (Leyla al-Qadr). The Qur'an describes this night in a chapter named for it:
Surah (Chapter) 97
Al-Qadr (The Night of Power)
In the Name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful
We have indeed revealed this message in the Night of Power.
And what will explain what the Night of Power is?
The Night of Power is better than a thousand months.
Therein come down the angels and the spirit, by Allah's permission, on every errand.
Peace! Until the rising of the morn!
Tradition holds that the Night of Power is the night that the first revelation of the Qur'an was sent down to the
Prophet Muhammad. Muslims are instructed to "seek" the Night of Power during the last ten days of Ramadan, particularly on the odd nights (ie. the 23rd, 25th and 27th). It is reported that the Prophet said: "Whoever stays up (in
prayer and remembrance of Allah) on the Night of Qadr, fully believing (in Allah's promise of reward) and hoping to
seek reward, he shall be forgiven for his past sins." (Bukhari & Muslim)
Muslims worldwide spend the last ten nights of Ramadan in
solid devotion, retreating to the mosque to read Qur'an (i'tikaf),
reciting special supplications (du'a), and reflecting on the meaning of Allah's message to us. It is believed to be a time of intense
spirituality, when the believers are surrounded by angels, the
gates of heaven are open, and God's blessings and mercy are
abundant.
The whole month of Ramadan is a time of renewal and reflection. As the month winds to a close, we pray that the spirit of
Ramadan, and the lessons learned during it, last for all of us
throughout the year. Photo: www.day2daypictures.blogspot.com

July 24 Pioneer Day Latter Day Saints Pioneer Day is a state holiday in Utah in the United States. It is celebrated
on July 24 each year to commemorate the entry of Brigham Young and the first group of Mormon pioneers into
Utah’s Salt Lake Valley in 1847. This day celebrates the bravery of the original settlers and their strength of character
and physical endurance.
This day commemorates the entry of Brigham Young and the first group of Mormon pioneers into Utah’s Salt Lake
Valley on July 24, 1847. The Mormon pioneers viewed their arrival as the founding of a Mormon homeland, hence Pioneer Day. The Mormons, as they were commonly known, left their settlement in Nauvoo, Illinois, and journeyed west
seeking refuge from religious persecution. The final impetus for their trek was the murder of founder and prophet
Joseph Smith on June 27, 1844.
(continued)
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Determined to settle in an isolated region, the pioneers made their way across the plains and over the Rocky Mountains to Utah. They lost many of their party to disease during the winter months. By the time that they reached Utah,
the desolate valley was a welcome sight. Potatoes and turnips were soon planted, and a dam was built. With solemn
ceremonies, the settlers consecrated the two-square-mile city, and sent back word that the “promised land” was
found. By the end of 1847, nearly 2000 Mormons settled in the Salt Lake Valley. The first Pioneer Day was celebrated
in 1849 with a parade, band music and speeches. In modern times July 24 is celebrated annually as Pioneer Day, a
state holiday, in Utah.
Photo: www.mormonwoman.org

July 25 Jum’at al’Wada Islam

Jum'at al-Wada (Farewell Friday) is the last Friday of the month of Ramadan and the
Friday immediately preceding Id al-Fitr. While not considered a festival, Jum'at al-Wada is a special day for many
Muslims.
July 25 St. Christopher Christian Although St. Christopher is one of the most popular saints in the East and in
the West, almost nothing certain is known about his life or death.
The legend says: A heathen king (in Canaan or Arabia), through the prayers of his wife to the Blessed Virgin, had a
son, whom he called Offerus (Offro, Adokimus, or Reprebus) and dedicated to the gods Machmet and Apollo. Acquiring in time extraordinary size and strength, Offerus resolved to serve only the strongest and the bravest. He bound
himself successively to a mighty king and to Satan, but he found both lacking in courage, the former dreading even
the name of the devil, and the latter frightened by the sight of a cross at the roadside.
For a time his search for a new master was in vain, but at last he found a hermit (Babylas?) who told him to offer his
allegiance to Christ, instructed him in the Faith, and baptized him. Christopher, as he was now called, would not
promise to do any fasting or praying, but willingly accepted the task of carrying people, for God's sake, across a raging
stream. One day he was carrying a child who continually grew heavier, so that it seemed to him as if he had the whole
world on his shoulders. The child, on inquiry, made himself known as the Creator and Redeemer of the world.
To prove his statement the child ordered Christopher to fix his staff in the ground. The next morning it had grown into
a palm-tree bearing fruit. The miracle converted many. This excited the rage of the king (prefect) of that region
(Dagnus of Samos in Lycia?). Christopher was put into prison and, after many cruel torments, beheaded.
The Greek legend may belong to the sixth century; about the middle of the ninth, we find it spread through France.
Originally, St. Christopher was only a martyr, and as such is recorded in the old martyrologies. The simple form of
the Greek and Latin passio soon gave way to more elaborate legends. We have the Latin edition in prose and verse of
983 by the sub deacon Walter of Speyer, "Thesaurus anecdotorum novissimus" (Augsburg, 1721-23), II, 27-142, and
Harster, "Walter von Speyer" (1878). An edition of the eleventh century is found in the Acta SS., and another in the
"Golden Legend" of Jacob de Voragine. The idea conveyed in the name, at first understood in the spiritual sense of
bearing Christ in the heart, was in the twelfth or thirteenth century taken in the realistic (continued)
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meaning and became the characteristic of the saint. The fact that he was frequently called a great martyr may
have given rise to the story of his enormous size. The stream and the weight of the child may have been intended
to denote the trials and struggles of a soul taking upon itself the yoke of Christ in this world.
The existence of a martyr St. Christopher cannot be denied, as was sufficiently shown by the Jesuit Nicholas
Serarius, in his treatise onlitanies, "Litaneutici" (Cologne, 1609), and by Molanus in his history of sacred pictures,
"De picturis et imaginibus sacris" (Louvain, 1570). In a small church dedicated to
the martyr St. Christopher, the body of St. Remigius of Reims was buried, 532
(Acta SS., 1 Oct., 161). St. Gregory the Great (d. 604) speaks of
a monastery of St. Christopher (Epp., x., 33).
The Mozarabic Breviary and Missal, ascribed to St. Isidore of Seville (d. 636),
contains a special office in his honor. In 1386 a brotherhood was founded under
the patronage of St. Christopher in Tyrol and Vorarlberg, to guide travelers over
the Arlberg. In 1517, a St. Christopher temperance society existed in
Carinthia, Styria, in Saxony, and at Munich. Great veneration was shown to
the saint in Venice, along the shores of the Danube, the Rhine, and other rivers
where floods or ice-jams caused frequent damage. The oldest picture of
the saint, in the monastery on the Mount Sinai dates from
the time of Justinian (527-65). Coins with his image were cast at Würzburg,
in Würtemberg, and in Bohemia.
His statues were placed at the entrances of churches and dwellings, and frequently at bridges; these statues and his pictures often bore the inscription:
"Whoever shall behold the image of St. Christopher shall not faint or fall on that
day." The saint, who is one of the fourteen holy helpers, has been chosen
as patron by Baden, by Brunswick, and by Mecklenburg, and several other cities, as well as by bookbinders, gardeners, mariners, etc. He is invoked against
lightning, storms, epilepsy, pestilence, etc. His feast is kept on 25 July; among
the Greeks, on 9 March; and his emblems are the tree, the Christ Child, and
a staff. St. Christopher's Island (commonly called St. Kitts), lies 46 miles west of
Antigua in the Lesser Antilles. Photo: www.alloilpaint.com

July 29 Id al-Fitr Islam Ramadan ends with the festival of Eid al-Fitr, which in 2014 occurs on July 28. Literally
the "Festival of Breaking the Fast," Eid al-Fitr is one of the two most important Islamic celebrations (the other occurs after the Hajj, or pilgrimage to Mecca). At Eid al-Fitr people dress in their finest clothes, adorn their homes
with lights and decorations, give treats to children, and enjoy visits with friends and family.
A sense of generosity and gratitude colors these festivities. Although charity and good deeds are always important in Islam, they have special significance at the end of Ramadan. As the month draws to a close, Muslims are
obligated to share their blessings by feeding the poor and making contributions to mosques.
Photo: www.rugusavy.com
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July 30 Oh-harai-taisai Shinto Oh-harai-taisai, the Grand Purification Ceremony, has been held since ancient times to obtain purification from sins and
offences committed during the first half of the lunar year. In earlier times, the Imperial Japanese Court led the ceremonies. A large ring of woven grasses and reeds
is placed at the entrance of the shrine premises. Walking through the ring symbolizes inner purification.
Photo: www.dreammanhist.livejournal.com

GRACE NOTES
Work for a cause, not for applause.
Live life to express, not to impress.
Don’t strive to make your presence noticed, just make your absence felt.

If you would like to receive Grace Notes—a daily inspirational email—please contact the Senior Chaplain at
kennisdu@childrensnational.org

